
“I love being part of a group of people that strives to be better and pick themselves 

up when circumstances get tough and keep trying to move forward.  It is good we 

can be accountable and strive to improve.  At the same time learning to love 

ourselves despite the setbacks.  Thank you for always guiding us in the direction 

of self love and treating ourselves and bodies with love.” 

I received this thoughtful email yesterday which I appreciated very much. It is an excellent description of 

who we are as a group, and I was so excited to see the reference to the importance of self love.   

I had an experience on Friday evening which I believe illustrates many messages I have strived to 

convey, so I thought I would share it.  

Friday night is pizza night at our house, and it has been for the last 30 years with limited exceptions. Last 

week, I told Tom I was not going to be eating pizza for awhile because I believed it is the next step I need 

to take to improve my health. I know the cheese is not that good for me and the crust really isn’t either.  

This past Friday, I spent all afternoon delivering the party bags for yesterday’s virtual Pot Luck which was 

a lot of fun and made me feel very happy and good inside, but by the time I finished at 6:30 p.m., I was 

exhausted. And then the thought process about dinner started, which went something like this: 

 I am exhausted. I don’t feel like making anything for dinner. I’ve got to make dinner. 

Tonight is Friday. It’s pizza night. Last week you said you weren’t having pizza this week. 

Oh yeah, that’s right. Ok. I guess I can make something else. I just have to figure out 

what’s in the fridge that I can make. The spinach is going to go bad if we don’t eat it. I 

bought it to go on pizza. I could make it into a salad. I don’t want to make a salad. What 

else am I going to put in it? I’m making pizza…  

The amount of time it took me to make the pizza is likely the same amount of time it would have taken 

me to make something else. The thing is, I didn’t have to think about it. I could go on autopilot and just 

do without thinking, which is what I needed at that time because thinking required more energy than I 

had. If I was organized, I would have planned ahead and already decided what we were having for 

dinner and maybe even had it partially made, but I wasn’t organized and that didn’t happen. I needed to 

be on autopilot. 

Being on autopilot is normal. We are always going to find ourselves in similar situations from time to 

time, and when we do, we will fall back on our habits because that is what’s easiest because it requires 

no thinking, which is why it is so important to focus on changing our habits. If we have good habits, we 

are not going to fall too far, and in time, we won’t fall at all.  

The pizza we eat has evolved over the years, and I’m sure it will continue to evolve. At the moment, I 

use a gluten free crust and goat cheese because although I know my body does not digest cheese well, it 

can tolerate goat cheese the best. I don’t use tomato sauce because if I do, I can’t do jumping jacks. If 

you have a similar issue, you know what I’m talking about, so I use a pesto sauce instead. Our toppings 

are onion, garlic, spinach, bison, grilled artichokes and pineapple. I’m not suggesting everyone has to eat 

this combo. It’s just what we like. The point is, I strive to make the best possible quality pizza based on 

the food rules I have chosen to follow, which means when I do eat it, I don’t feel guilty for eating it. I 

don’t feel I have let myself down. I don’t feel I have failed. I recognize that I went on autopilot because I 

was tired, and in the future, I can plan better so I am not continuously finding myself in a similar 



situation. I recognize that the pizza is not going to take me where I want to go but it is not going to cause 

me to spiral down. It just simply is.  

I felt great after making all my deliveries. I felt I had just spent my time doing something positive in a 

world that so often makes me feel like I am suffocating from all the negativity and violence and blaming. 

For one afternoon, I did not feel all those negative feelings and it felt wonderful. If I then went home 

and ate a dinner and felt guilty, disappointed, and angry at myself for eating it, those feelings of guilt 

and anger and disappointment would have displaced all the good I was feeling, which would have been 

a tragedy. I would have undone all the goodness in myself that I had spent all afternoon creating. 

Food has a powerful effect on us. It can make us feel happy, energized, and strong, or it can make us feel 

exhausted, weak and moody and can even cause pain.  

This is why I like to plan to fail. I know I’m not going to eat perfectly. I know there are going to be times 

when I need to go on autopilot. I know there are going to be times when I want “a treat”. Although I 

have made significant progress in not basing my food choices on my emotions, from time to time, I still 

would like a treat, so I have found recipes that address these needs and I have made them so many 

times, I now habitually make them when I know I need to plan to fail. They are my fall backs. It is what I 

do when I go on autopilot.  

That’s what some of the Pot Luck recipes are. My plan to fail without really failing.  

The granola is great when I want a quick breakfast that feels like a treat. I pour protein powder mixed in 

almond milk over top and I have a perfectly balanced breakfast with a slight hint of chocolate if I choose 

to make it with chocolate chips.  

The Four Ingredient Protein Brownies allow me to enjoy something sweet with no refined sugar, but also 

has protein and fat to balance out the sugar from all the bananas.  

When we do something long enough, it becomes part of who we are, so focus on your habits instead of 

trying to follow a diet. Trust your emotions but not always your thoughts. Your emotions never lie, but 

the mind can be a trickster and it sometimes tells us things that are not true. Be gentle with yourself. Be 

hard on the issue, not the person, including yourself.  

We are all brilliant human beings who do not give ourselves enough credit. We don’t have to strive to 

become something we think we are not. We are already there. We just have to realize it. Improving our 

eating habits, consistently exercising, doing activities we enjoy, honouring our body, treating ourselves 

with respect – all these things help us realize who we truly are.  


